IBM AS400 / iSeries Hosting

Increase efficiency and reduce operating costs
Essextec provides specialized implementation, colocation, hosting, and management services for
IBM i Power Systems. These services increase efficiency and reduce costs associated with operating
IBM systems. Additionally, IBM i services offer a unique and cost effective approach to corporate
operations and business continuity requirements.

Essextec, a Certified IBM Delivery Partner
As a certified IBM Delivery Partner with over two decades of experience and several strategic
partnerships, Essextec provides industry leading levels of security, redundancy, bandwidth, and
expertise for IBM i systems.

Services include:
>> IBM Power 8 Systems Unlimited CPW, memory, and storage for hosted LPAR Solutions
>> Fully managed operating system instances
>> 24/7/365 expert support with trained technicians
>> Remote management services for housed and off site equipment
>> Various replication and HA product support (i.e., Maxava High Availability Suite, Vision Solutions
Suite, and IBM iCluster and Transformation server products)
>> Fully certified, redundant, SSAE 16 facilities, vendor neutral and unlimited bandwidth
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Ways CIOs can Increase Production and
IBM Power System High Availability

As any CIO or head of IT knows, IBM Power System (i) uptime directly affects production
performance. Staying up to date with modern technology advancements provide companies
with needed tools in order to be increasingly profitable, automated, and competitive in the global
market. Maximizing IBM Power System (i) resources enables the full potential of production capacity,
while also protecting against disasters, unscheduled system downtimes, and cybersecurity breaches.

Cloud | Cognitive | Cybersecurity
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Utilize IBM Power System (i) existing features to increase efficiency
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Get cloud stabilized and redundant - 24/7 high availability
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Leverage the right IBM Power System (i) support vendor

IBM Power System (i) has been specially designed to manage all complex relational
database operations. It distributes the balance of data across all system storage, using as
little space possible. IBM Power System (i) also has the ability to run multiple applications
alongside one another, keeping them as separate or as integrated as the user desires.

The movement from local to cloud solutions has been wholly embraced by companies
over the last decade. Companies around the world have reaped the rewards of
increased speed, high availability, security, and coordination between different locations
of company sites. It has proven tempting for many CIOs to keep their servers in house.
However, according to a recent Bain Brief, Tapping Cloud’s Full Potential, public cloud servers run
by specialized tech companies such as IBM, Amazon, Google, and Microsoft consistently deliver
a safer and more reliable standard of security. Tech companies are generally quicker to adapt to
developments in the field, automatically working to keep your company servers protected.

While IBM Power System (i) can be hosted on the cloud and offer server security, a certified
IBM Power System (i) support vendor can help unlock a system’s full potential and increase
capabilities across the board. While many may believe a system is operating optimally, a
certified IBM Power System (i) expert continually monitors and adjusts the system and can
dramatically increase uptime, high availability, and performance.

The Bottom Line
Finding the right certified IBM Power System business partner is one of the best ways to ensure that
your operations run smoothly and that your production line produces at its optimal potential.

For more information on these services or any
Essextec Cloud, Cognitive, and Cybersecurity solution,
please call 888-519-1518 or send a note to exceed@essextec.com

Essextec offers Cloud, Cognitive, and Cybersecurity solutions delivered by a team of experienced
technology and security experts, business consultants, and industry thought leaders. Our innovative
and cognitive era solutions are uniquely tailored and enable us to provide differentiated value and
outstanding business outcomes for each of our clients. Visit essextec.com.
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